
Auto Body and Collision Technician
1041. Before being top-coated, which of the following must be sanded?

A 2K-Urhethane primer surfacer. B Epoxy primers.

C Metal Etching primers. D Primer surfacer.

1042. Which of the following does not affect the quality of a weld?

A welding gun angle B travel direction

C weld penetration D travel speed

1043. The three main types of CAC-A electrodes are?

A DC plain, DC copper coated and AC
copper coated electrodes.

B Graphite based, copper based and
carbon based.

C AC, DC and plain electrodes. D AC/DC plain, DC copper coated and
AC/DC graphite based electrodes.

1044. Technician A says that squeeze-type resistance spot welding is the recommended
attachment method for aluminum replacement panels. Technician B says that GMAW
welders used for aluminum should have pulse capabilities. Who is correct?

A Technician A only B Both

C Neither D Technician B only

1045. If too little hardener is used, the filler ___.

A None of these B Will not adhere to the metal

C Will be easier to handle D Will be subject to rampant pinholing

1046. Technician A says that adhesive promoter needs to be used with an SMC repair. Technician
B says that two-sided repair is needed when plastic is scratched, in order to assure
strength. Who is correct?

A Neither B Technician A only

C Both D Technician B only

1047. Damage by acid spills on upholstery, can be neutralized by which of the following?

A rinsing with water and baking soda. B applying soap and water.

C rubbing with clean cloth. D drying with compressed air.
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Auto Body and Collision Technician
1048. All of the following are parts of the refinishing process EXCEPT:

A Corrosion protection. B Sanding

C Parts alignment. D Sealing

1049. This is done to primarily help to smooth the body surface and help topcoats of paint adhere
of stick to the body, It is done before painting.

A spraying B drying

C priming D masking

1050. Computer, printers, hard drives, and CD-ROM drives used to speed up the estimating
process.

A masking B helper

C hardware D estimate

1051. A fully charged A/C condenser is undamaged. However, it is blocking repair access to the
damaged radiator core support. The technician should:

A try to work around the condenser B cut the radiator core support to gain
access.

C recover the refrigerant and remove
the condenser

D bend the condenser lines to hain
access

1052. If a technician uses a systematic approach to doing repairs, which question would he or
she not ask?

A Should I call my wife or
girlfriend/husband or boyfriend?

B Is there a better tool for a specific
task?

C Did I take all needed tools to the
vehicle?

D Am I protecting myself with safety
glasses?

1053. Technician A says aluminum panels should be abraded with P40-grit sandpaper to prepare
the surface for stud welding. Technician B says some manufacturers may allow self-
piercing rivets to be replaced with aluminum GMA plug welds. Who is correct?

A Technician B only B Technician A only

C Both D Neither
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Auto Body and Collision Technician
1054. Body shop repairs are carried out according to the instructions on which form?

A Data sheet B Estimate

C Quote D Repair order

1055. After collision repairs a unitized body vehicle with rack and pinion steering binds when
turning right. Which of the following would be the cause?

A damaged ball joint B damaged strut bearing

C bent strut D bent rack gear

1056. Technician A says that direct damage refers to the area that made contact with whatever
hit the vehicle. Technician B says that direct damage is often the largest amount of
damage that occurs in a collision. Who is correct?

A Both B Technician B only

C Neither D Technician A only

1057. After recovery from an A/C system, Technician A uses hydraulic caps to keep out moisture.
Technician B uses plastic wrap held in place with wire ties. Who is correct?

A Neither B Both

C Technician B D Technician A

1058. Gas metal arc welding is commonly referred to as:

A GIA welding. B MAW welding.

C AMG welding. D MIG welding.

1059. In relation to a metric bolt size 7M x 1.5, what does the 1.5 describe?

A bolt has 1.5mm grade strength B bolt is 1.5cm long

C bolt has 1.5mm between the crest of
the threads

D bolt is 1.5mm long
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Auto Body and Collision Technician
1060. When replacing a lower control arm bushings on a short arm long arm suspension, the

replacement should be?

A Tightened using the torque turn
method

B Torqued with vehicle weight on
suspension

C Tightened and torqued in a vise D Torqued with control arm resting on
frame

1061. All of these are components of Ohm’s Law except?

A amperes (I) B voltage (E)

C ohms (R) D watts (W)

1062. The state of charge of a sealed battery is to be estimated based on its open circuit voltage.
A full-charged battery that has been standing for a few hours will have an open-circuit
voltage of at least?

A 9.6 volts. B 11.5 volts.

C 12.6 volts. D 12.2 volts.

1063. Which of these trim pieces would be next to the windshield?

A B-pillar trim B Garnish trim

C A-pillar trim D Rocker trim

1064. How many layers of fiberglass mat are used on the back of a cracked SMC (sheet molded
compound)repair ?

A 3 layer B 2 layer

C 1 layer D 4 layer

1065. Which parts mount on the outer end of the control arms to allow the steering knuckles to
swivel and turn?

A Ball sockets B Ball joints

C Bushings D Sleeves
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Auto Body and Collision Technician
1066. Technician A says that 20 percent of the VOCs that are released into the atmosphere in the

collision repair industry are done so during cleaning operations. Technician B says that
gloves do not need to be worn during gun cleaning. Who is correct?

A Technician A only B Both

C Neither D Technician B only

1067. These contain vehicle identification information, the price of new parts, the time needed to
install parts, refinishing or painting data, and other information.

A corrosion protection B collision repair technicians

C collision damage manuals D collision repair

1068. Technician A says that TIG welding is the only recommended method of welding aluminum.
Technician B says that TIG stands for tungsten inert gas. Who is correct?

A Technician A only B Neither

C Technician B only D Both

1069. Technician A says a rubber mallet is an essential tool for forming the final contour on sheet
metal. Technician B says a body file is used to remove a crease in sheet metal. Who is
correct?

A Technician A only B Neither

C Technician B only D Both

1070. The anchoring points used on the unibody vehicle must:

A Be able to withstand the total of all
the combined corrective forces used.

B Be located at the front and rear of the
passenger compartment.

C Be at the outermost part of the
vehicle, front and back.

D Be parallel to the direction of any
pulls made when repairing the
vehicle.

1071. When using PAC equipment, what dictates travel speed?

A Condition of the electrode B Condition of the constricting nozzle

C Type and thickness of the material D Skill of the operator
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Auto Body and Collision Technician
1072. Technician A says that a thermoset plastic gets hard when it is heated. Technician B says

that you can identify a thermoset plastic because it doesn't have visible fibers on its back.
Who is correct?

A Both B Neither

C Technician B only D Technician A only

1073. What does a tachometer measure when connected to the engine?

A engine speed B engine compression

C engine vacuum D engine power

1074. Technician A says a full frame vehicle is usually a rear-wheel drive model. Technician B
says the aerodynamics of a vehicle will not affect its fuel efficiency. Who is correct?

A Both B Technician B only

C Technician A only D Neither

1075. Technician A says that if a part is bent, it should be repaired. Technician B says that if a
part is kinked, it should be replaced. Who is correct?

A Both B Technician B only

C Neither D Technician A only

1076. How should the gun be positioned as compared to the surface which is going to be painted
when spraying a panel?

A perpendicular to the panel. B tipped slightly downward.

C tipped slightly upward. D a minimum of 14 inches away from
the panel.

1077. A repair facility that only works on one part or system of a vehicle.

A collision B washup

C specialty shop D paint runs
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